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Objectives

- Context for collaboration
- Sharing knowledge and experience
- Sharing technology development
- Sharing content
Context for collaboration

- Transition of assessments from paper to computer
- New opportunities emerge
  - cost reduction
  - technology-enhanced assessments
  - adaptive testing
  - real-time feedback into learning
Context for collaboration

- how much would the change cost?
- which technology is best for test administration?
- what methods for constructing tests & items?
- Issues to consider when organising and administering the tests on a very large scale?
- how do we protect the personalised data, who has access to them?
Principles of sharing

Two important principles are encouraged by the association:

• open-source

• inter-operability
The FLIP+ journey

Transition

Collaboration

Association

SHARING
Sharing what?

- Sharing *technology* development
- Sharing *content*: towards an item library
- Sharing *experiences* about practical problem (implementation, contracts, organisational solutions, communication, etc.)
Association Objectives

The joint aim of the Association is:

- to share knowledge and experiences within the context of e-assessment in education
- to serve as a platform to connect and encourage networking in the field of e-assessment.
Context for collaboration

- Different national contexts, strengths, needs, experiences
- Need for a space for networking and learning from each other

- FRANCE - DEPP
- LUXEMBOURG - SCRIPT
- ITALY - INVALSI
- PORTUGAL - LISBON

+ BRAZIL (CAEd), IRELAND, JAPAN

interest from other countries ...
Context for collaboration

- Country visits
- Conversations between assessment & technology partners
- FLIP+ events: in 2018 (Paris), in 2019 (Rome), and 2020 (Luxembourg)
- FLIP+ e-assessment community officially created
Context for collaboration

Distinction between:
- The Association: a « light » structure as a platform to connect institutions and projects
- Conventions: bilateral or multilateral agreements to conduct and co-finance practical projects
Creation of FLIP+ association

- Name: FLIP+ e-assessment community
- Location: France
- Under the 1901 French Law, located in France
Association Members

Three categories of members:

- Institutional members: non-profit organisations involved in educational assessment
- Individual members: individuals with a professional interest in educational assessment
- Honorary members: particularly deserving members
Association governance

Founders (Board):

- President: Roberto Ricci, INVALSI, Italy
- Vice-President: Helder Sousa, Portugal
- Vice-President: Manuel Palacios, CAED, Brazil
- Secretary: Amina Afif, SCRIPT, Luxembourg
- Treasurer: Thierry Rocher, DEPP, France

Steering Committee: 2 additional members
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

https://flip-plus.org/

info@flip-plus.org